“Colour is psychology. Why? Colours are created in the psyche and, therefore,
colour is psychology “- Dr Lars Sivik,
(Prominent international colour and emotion researcher and an original founder of the NCS system.)

Trends in the healthcare market illustrate a focus on total healing emphasizing wellness over illness. Colours are a
vital design element for projects in health care as they significantly contribute to a sense of well-being through a
positive healing process. As colours are created in the psyche they induce emotional reactions and by association
also physical reactions. By using ‘colour therapy colours’ subtlety with décor be it walls, floors or soft furnishings,
relief or cure of certain ailments is achieved.

Choosing colour for the health care
environment becomes simple when
using the NCS Colour Circle – full
download of the NCS Navigator at
www.floorworx.co.za.
For all patient related areas
concentrate the floor colours on the
lower half of the circle from R20B to
G10Y.
For the corridors, entrance areas,
visitor rooms, day rooms, cafeterias
and administration areas use the
upper half of the colour circle from
G20Y to R10B when choosing
flooring colours.

Nature Nurtures
Integrating strong links to nature in the overall design of healthcare spaces has shown itself to be critical to patient wellbeing and their recovery process. It significantly impacts on recovery rates, reduces anxiety and cuts down the need for
pain medication while also benefiting the institution with higher staff retention rates. Utilize floor colours that are
earthy to evoke a feeling of familiarity and comfort. Select hues derived from nature as these convey growth, renewal
and are enduring. Natural hues such as sky blues, aqua’s, terra cottas, sages, leaf greens, and warm neutrals if initiated
from the floor, give life to peaceful and comfortable spaces.
In the 2012 FloorworX colour trends for the medical and healthcare environments you will find 4 themes – please refer
to the insert brochure for the flooring samples to see the colours.
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New Beginnings

Nothing restrained about this palette!
Think pink tones for the floor in Mom’s ward and bright chromatic colours for the paediatric ward and whatever you do
don’t use beige - so safe but so depressing!
Create floor patterns with the vast range of bright colours available.
Bring nature in through colour to assist alleviating part of the pressure on the parents.


Nurture

This palette is where the flooring colours of the wards for intensive care, patients wards etc are all concentrated on the
lower half of the NCS circle from R60B to G10Y. Cool colours if chosen for the floor, with low lightness values aim to
induce relaxation, healing and sleep.
The one exception would be the recovery ward after surgery. Here, use orange on the ground – said to create a need for
less painkillers and warm up the patient after surgery.


Pulse

This is the movement areas, entrance, corridors, stairwells, day rooms, cafeterias etc.
Here we use the upper part of the NCS circle, the warmer colours with high lightness values for both floors and walls.
Bring in natural colours, wood surfaces and plants.
The Colouring of the patients’ doors in bright chromatic colours leading people in the right direction, at the same time
staff doors are neutral and naturally ‘camouflaged’. Use FloorworX Superflex or Eclipse for a long lasting and colourful
application.


Resources

The staff, administration and laboratories need a change from the rigid colour areas within the rest of the hospital.
A change in colour provides the staff with a welcome downtime. After all, these are the people who spend the most
time in the facility.
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In June 1918 the United State’s Ladies' Home Journal had this to say:
"The generally accepted rule is pink for the boys and blue for the girls. The reason is that pink, being a more decided and
stronger colour, is more suitable for the boy, while blue, which is more delicate and dainty, is prettier for the girl."
No longer. For at least the past decade, little girls have inhabited a universe of pink princesses and fairies and ballerinas
and fluffy bunnies, but also pink books, bikes, lunch boxes, board games, toy cookers, cash registers, even games
consoles.
What do we associate with different colours? Which colours appeal to us in certain associations? This is the questions
everyone would love to have answered. Can pure colour research provide the answer?
Colour is such familiar constituent of our surrounding we often don’t give it a second thought. Colour is visual
information and arouses emotions, thoughts and associations and often forces us to react.
Given the innumerable associations of colour, one expects them to be unique to the individual concerned, but colours
also have shared connotations. Just as colour perception is the same for most humans given normal colour vision, most
of our notions and knowledge are acquired through learning. The growing child gradually forms associations between
objects and colours.

Preference surveys


Can we say there are beautiful or ugly colours or if we prefer certain colours to others?

Innumerable colour preference studies have been undertaken and as a rule have been presented in the form of a
ranking order. Eyesneck compiled a digest of preference surveys based on 21 000 assessments and the following was
concluded:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Blue
Violet
Red
Orange
Green
Yellow



What do children feel about colour?

Studies done by Dr Sivik found that toddlers prefer reds to all other hues and have a greater partiality than adults for
more Chromatic colours. One reason for this is possibly that kids in the lower age groups react more impulsively than
their elders. Declining interest in red could be connected with the growth of emotional control.
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Taking differently coloured curtain patterns Sivik found that children aged 4 to 7 were unhesitating in their replies.
Apart from the preference for chromatic red to other hues, the most striking to emerge was that they rate the
chromatic curtain patterns the most beautiful. An almost white curtain was ugliest in their opinion. The very same
curtain that the adults had voted most discreet and loveliest.
In a study conducted in South Africa in 2002 of the meaning of colours Lisa Taylor found school children aged 9 and 12
more than able to complete the questionnaire of 26 antonyms. They all gave extreme answers and preferred the more
chromatic colours where as the adults by and large battled to understand the difference between winters – summer,
hygienic – unhygienic. It was not a language problem but perhaps one of not wanting to commit to their feelings about
colour.
Lisa found from the study that even in the same country we do not necessarily perceive colour to have the same
connotations. For example, a Tswana person sees a yellow red to be summer and an English person sees it as being
winter!
Notes:
Following extracts taken from "WALL COLOR OF PATIENT’S ROOM: EFFECTS ON RECOVERY"
By Kortney Jo Edge
Designers face a great challenge in designing a positive hospital interior Environment. Patients enter a hospital setting
already suffering from some ailment; therefore, it is extremely important that the design positively impacts the patients’
psychological status, contributes to their recovery, or at least does not exacerbate their illness.
Modern hospitals face a great challenge to not only care for the ill, but also to run a successful business.
By caring for patients, in a timely manner, hospitals are able to be profitable, efficient, and improve the care of patients
(UCLA, 1987). Today’s patients are consumers. If the hospital does not create a welcoming, healing environment, the
patients will go elsewhere.
This study will test the impact of wall color at the foot of a patient’s bed on recovery in order to provide the interior
design profession with a source of knowledge that may help Professionals design the most beneficial healthcare
facilities for patients. Recovery rooms!
Orange, green, purple, and beige painted walls at the foot of a patient’s bed are assumed to cause differences in the
anxiety levels, lengths of stay, and pain medication requests of the participants.
According to Carol Vernolia (1988:63),
“Red stimulates and invigorates the physical body. It increases circulation, muscular activity, blood pressure,
respiration, nervous tension, heart rate, and hormonal and sexual activity. It stimulates the nervous system, liver,
adrenals, and senses in general”
“Yellow raises blood pressure, pulse and respiration. It can relieve depression, tension, and fear, and soothe mental and
nervous exhaustion (Vernolia, 1988).”
“Orange is an appetite stimulant, and is seen as a universal healer that can counteract depression and humorlessness
(Vernolia, 1988).”
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“Green affects the whole nervous system and is especially beneficial to the central nervous system. It has a sedative
effect, relieving irritation and exhaustion. It soothes emotional disorders and nervous headaches (Vernolia, 1988).”
“Green harmonizes us. If we wish to refresh ourselves we go to the countryside, where the green of nature restores us
after the city has taken its toll of our nerves (Anderson, 1975:8).”
“Purple induces relaxation and sleep, lowers body temperature, and decreases sensitivity to pain. It also increases the
activity of the veins (Vernolia, 1988).”
Evidence shows that the physical environment can affect emotional states. Introducing the colours of red and blue to an
environment has been attributed to feelings of anxiousness or depression (Birren, 1961).
An important note on this use of both red and blue is that it works more on the light than physical samples of colour.
This technique was used to great effect by Stanley Kubrick in his films like 2001 Space Odyssey to create tension in
viewer with the film alternating blue and red. Also seem in today’s movies but with no great creativity with just blue
being used throughout the film – see Harry Potter and the Half Blood Prince.
Based on previous research on physical environmental variables and beliefs about colour, it is believed that a patient’s
recovery will be positively affected by the wall colour within their particular hospital room. It is anticipated that this
study will determine generally, whether wall colour impacts recovery and specifically, which colours have the greatest
impact on recovery. It is expected that the results will show that orange will have the most positive effect on the
patient. Previous research suggests that orange is considered the universal healer and is often used in the hospital
environment (Venolia)
Three hypotheses are defined for this study. They are:
• There is a relationship between the colour on the wall at the foot of the patient’s hospital bed and the patient’s
recovery time in a hospital setting.
• There is a relationship between the colour on the wall at the foot of the patient’s hospital bed and the amount of pain
medication requested by the patient in a hospital setting.
• There is a relationship between the colour on the wall at the foot of the patient’s hospital bed and the patient’s
anxiety level in a hospital setting.
Overall, this study suggested that green might be the best colour to promote a shorter length of stay and orange
reduces the request for pain medication.
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